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Creative Spaces Event – Wednesday 13 May 2015  
 
Feedback from Teachers - (17 forms returned) 

 
1.0 What particular aspects of the event did the students most enjoy or not enjoy? 
 

 Modelling 

 Being left to get on with it. 

 The making of the model and the whole day they thought was good. 

 Practical group activities. 

 Enjoyed making the model. 

 No answer. 

 Being creative and working together as a team. 

 The building experience using the craft materials. 

 No comment. 

 Most: Building Model      Not: Pushy times, no time for lunch. 

 No comment. 

 No comment. 

 Team working, model making. 

 Creativity with no teacher input. 

 Enjoyed all of it. 

 Liked: Manufacturing   Not: working out costs. 

 No comment. 
 

2.0. Your comments on presentations by: 
 
 Dr Jenny Russell VG. Interesting and Useful - can teacher get a book too? 
     Accessible to the layman 
     Very interesting really enjoyed her talk 
     Very interesting 
     Enjoyed listening about how children perceive a space 
     Engaging - possible project for development 
     Interesting to learn about how children interact in spaces. 
     Excellent examples of architecture 
     Very passionate talk. Enthusiastic 
     Excellent, very inspiring 
     Very interesting and refreshing 
     Excellent. Offers new perspective 
     Excellent. Very interesting. 
     Brilliant insight into children's perspective of space or buildings -  
     copy of book? 
     Excellent presentations from all. 
     Good 
     Inspiring. Where do I get a copy of her book? 
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 Tony Gundy  Good 
     Quite Technical 
     No comment 
     Great to see a modern school and teaching environments 
     Interesting info on how schools are designed 
     Good insight into school design 
     No comment 
     Similar presentations that I really enjoyed. Would be interesting to see revisit  
     pictures/video of pupils using the buildings. 
     Interesting to see variety of new school designs 
     Rather long winded, didn't feel very relevant to pupils. 
     School architecture again 
     Excellent 
     Excellent. Very interesting. Eye opening. 
     Interesting - factual info regarding school development 
     Excellent presentations from all 
     Lots of good information 
     Very interesting and increased understanding. 
 
 
 Bob Scott  VG - Information I wasn't aware of 
     No comment 
     No comment 
     Good info for progression 
     Good info on progression rates and courses  
     Informative - good to pass onto schools 
     Good information on courses and progression through learning 
     Similar presentations that I really enjoyed. Would be interesting to see revisit  
     pictures/video of pupils using the buildings. 
     Informative 
     Good, highly informative 
     Useful a poster of the progression for schools would be good 
     Very useful to pass onto pupils 
     Excellent. Very interesting. Eye opening. 
     Would like more information of getting into school to talk to pupils. 
     Excellent presentations from all 
     Informative 
     Excellent, good to know about progression. I will be in contact for more info. 
 
 
 Anna Day  Not very relevant 
     No comment 
     No comment 
     No comment (but completed UNESCO Form) 
     No comment 
     No comment 
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     No comment 
     Similar presentations that I really enjoyed. Would be interesting to see revisit  
     pictures/video of pupils using the buildings. 
     Good to see an inspiring project. 
     No comment (but completed UNESCO Form) 
     No comment (but completed UNESCO Form) 
     No comment (but completed UNESCO Form) 
     No comment (but completed UNESCO Form) 
     Excellent. Very interesting. Eye opening. 
     No comment 
     Excellent presentations from all 
     No comment (but completed UNESCO Form) 
     No comment 
 

 
3.0 Were you able to access the Information Pack via the website? Did you have any communication 

difficulties throughout the registration process? If your answer is yes – why do think that was? 
 

 Yes, No 

 Registration process worked well 

 Yes, and no problems registering. Jane very helpful. 

 No 

 Yes - accessed the website and packs easily. No communication difficulties 

 Yes no problems 

 No 

 Info packs easy to access - excellent communication throughout. 

 No comment 

 Yes information packs were easy, no communication problems 

 N/A 

 Email pass through many hands before it arrived in my inbox 

 I was unaware of the website, only opened email attachments. 

 Able to access packs fine. 

 Yes easy to access    No trouble at all. 

 Yes. 

 The kids were not able to access them from their log in but I had no problems. 
 

 
4.0 Did you find the website helpful? Is there anything that might be included in the future?  

 Yes, a list of the modelling materials that will be available (or some of them). 

 In truth, wasn't aware of it. 

 Very good, the resources available can be used for other teaching projects. 

 Yes 

 Yes, thought info on modelling was particularly useful 

 Yes, more examples of costings and area. 
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 Yes - possibly too much information on preparing to sift through. 

 Yes, able to direct pupils to this as preparation. 

 Well resourced would like more videos. 

 It was ok, the info hadn't changed since last year. 

 N/A 

 Very helpful. 

 See above perhaps send targetted emails highlighting importance of website. 

 Website factual. Gave idea of what was required. 

 Very useful.  Cannot think of anything to be included as it was very comprehensive. 

 Yes 

 Very informative.  The photo that were emailed - as I don't think I got them. 
 

 
FEEDBACK FORM MIS-NUMBERED - DID NOT HAVE A NUMBER 5. 
 
6.0 How should the design profession and construction industry improve their relationship with 

schools and Education Authorities? Previous feedback answers have suggested that there could be 
more interaction between architects and schools (via visits, presentations and the like. If that was 
possible, how do you think it would be best be arranged and implemented? We would appreciate 
teachers' comments from all local authority areas. 

 

 Definitely - Uni's colleges and companies contact principal teachers to say what they can offer. 

 With the advent of the Wood Report/development of the young workforce there should be a 
new impetus on links. 

 We run our own 'Living Spaces' event with the Judges coming from Design & business links we 
made by direct approach. 

 Industry experts to tie in with existing class projects.  i.e. why are kids learning a topic? 

 More careers events - how to get into the industry, jobs and careers available. 

 Come in and talk to the pupils.  Sometimes difficult to arrange for whole class trips out of 
school.  Bring more industry into schools. 

 Would be great to get more information on that and possibly visits to architecture and 
engineering departments. 

 Direct from architects to teachers.  Send an email to your contact teachers with contact 
formation for architects or vice versa. 

 Email schools contact details. 

 As a Perth school I feel a lot of focus in on Dundee, somewhere not all pupils have been. If this 
is a joint venture could Perth/Fife be further promoted. Contact straight with departments, 
have one person not a general email. 

 Visits out of school are the best, however, it can be difficult to get the ok.  Presentation in 
school are easier to organise. 

 Project packs to use in junior school - linked with the Curriculum for Excellence - would be very 
useful. 

 More events like Creative Spaces. Perhaps run similar events in schools. 
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 Visits to more schools to encourage pupils to make subject choices.  Open days for S1/S2 to 
allow them to see what's available. 

 Visit both to college and school. for me a one to one basis would be best. 

 Afternoon visits, site visits. 

 More interaction with schools. Provide schools with list of contact and areas of expertise. 
 
 

7.0 Any other comments (these are invaluable in helping us plan future events)? 

 It's good that costings are simplified this year. 

 An event well run by enthusiasts on all sides. 

 No comment. 

 No comment. 

 N/A. 

 No comment. 

 No comment. 

 Produce a small "craft skills" pack for schools to purchase prior to the event with similar 
materials to those used on the day. 

 I like the idea of using CAD as a design aid. 

 Similar project suitable for potential architecture students S5/6. 

 More time for teachers to just talk. 

 No comment. 

 None. 

 Great opportunity for pupils. 

 None. 

 None. 

 None. 
 

8.0 In order to meet the challenges of life and work in the 21st century, young people will need to 
acquire a wide range of knowledge, skills and attributes.   What further skills opportunities do you 
think Creative Spaces could provide that would help your young people make informed 
decisions when considering their future learning and subsequent career options?  

 

 Give pupils booklets/information on University/college/apprenticeship opportunities and 
qualifications required (similar to College presentation). 
Our pupils were selected for their likely positive attitude to participation on the day, not 
because they expressed a career plan involving design/architecture. If you wish to better 
inform career options, perhaps advertise the event as best suited to pupils with a 
design/architecture leaning. 

 Some of the presentations made to the teachers are good and should be videoed and put on 
the website for the pupils to view. 

 Tie in design process kids are following to actual career pathway 

 More people from industry into schools to talk to kids about their jobs. 

 Pupils to identify the careers they can pursue as they go through the project. 
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 Through the day maybe relate more to career paths that link what they are doing. 

 College visits in summer terms to see opportunities at the college. 

 More people from industry talking to pupils throughout the school 

 Clarity on acceptable course choices, Engineering Science is an excellent course but no 
college/university gives it any clout. 

 Letting potential students know how many former students are employers. 

 Keep the focus of Creative Spaces on creativity and fun without boundaries. 

 More structural/civil engineering type tasks perhaps. 

 Individual school challenges would be brilliant. 

 Look at new materials.  Look at the future of building. 

 Time management, costing, possible Monopoly money to buy resources. 

 Presentations to kids about progression although not at the expense of their current 
experience. 

 


